Abstract-E-School bag and digital textbook was used in pilot school both China and abroad. Most of the digital textbook mainly focus on the digitization of text like an e-book, the presentation method of teaching contents in textbook not fully improve students' learning interest. The interesting and interactive subject contents are a critical restriction factor of implementing the geography E-School bag. The purpose of this research was to design multimedia interactive digital teaching resource in middle school geography for E-School bag pilot school. Through the literature, observe class and interview, in this paper, the authors propose design principles, procedure and mainly introduce one example for students in middle school by multimedia interactive and "life-story" strand.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of information and communication technology (ICT), ICT has infiltrated every aspect of life revolutionary; people's lifestyle and mode of production are undergoing profound changes, as well as the education. Moreover, students of today, called the "digital generation", are highly familiar with the digital environment have traits that differentiate them as learners from the generations that preceded them [1] . Recently, "E-Learning", "E-Schoolbag", "E-Bag" "digital textbook" and other updated terms become a pretty advanced topic all over the world. ESchoolbag applied in school had been an irreversible trend, and the E-Schoolbag would eventually bring a learning revolution [2] . Many countries around the word, such as Singapore, South Korea, Japan, are working to develop and implement E-bag or digital plan. The South Korean government decided to pursue the digital textbook development project on a national level, to reflect the huge changes in the education paradigm and to support the development of the creative talents who will lead society in the future [3] . Digital textbooks are defined as the digitalized forms of printed textbooks, which can be read, seen and listened through wired or wireless networks [4] .
an all-round individual learning environment by resource, tools and service cloud. Mihye Kim developed a digital textbook standard format including an array of function and XML-based document formats to maximize the effectiveness of learning and facilitate the interoperability of digital textbook among different uses and service [8] . Cheolil Lim develops a userfriendly digital textbook platform interface through survey and follow-up evaluation [9] .
However, the survey regarding geography middle school in Shanghai shows that one of the biggest problems is short of interesting and interactive teaching resource corresponding to digital textbook [10] . Most of digital textbooks development mainly focus on the digitization of text like an e-book, JeongIm Choi develop an interactive digital textbook based on the Universal Design for Learning(UDL) principles [11] . But there is rarely related study geography multimedia digital resource.
In China, the textbook in the middle school remain the format of textbook in the university. This is maybe not suitable for the laws of students' cognitive development. Moreover, the contents of geography textbook, especially region geography, is presented by geography elements, nearly each lesson introduces a place usually used in this order: location, climate, landscape, resources, culture, agriculture, industry, tertiary industry. Although it has beneficial effect on development of geography teaching, student can acquire kinds of geography information on the website including remote sensing image, electronic map, they maybe not interesting in geography contents like that. For this reason, Professor Lizhong Yu believes that we should reconsider which effects of the ICT on knowledge acquisition, spatial cognition and emotional education of students [12] . This paper mainly addresses improve students learning initiative, strength the self-directed learning and inquiry-learning.
The research question is how to design the geography digital resource for students in the middle school of China? 1) We would like to discuss the principles and steps design the digital resource. 2) The authors will give an interesting geography course example by using multi-media and interactive function.
II. DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR A DIGITAL TEXTBOOK
As expert of Multimedia instruction, around three top levelgoals in the design of multimedia instruction for the most meaningful learning, Richard E. Mayer put forward five principles for reducing extraneous processing, three principles for managing essential Processing, and two principles for fostering generative processing [13] . (See the table 1) The authors have all principles in mind when design geography digital resource. Some of them have significant effect, so they are used in the example following. 
A. Multimedia principle
People learn more deeply from words and graphics than from words alone, instruction containing words (such as spoken text or printed text) and graphics (such as illustrations, charts, photos, animation, or video) that is intended to foster learning [14] . Some of map and pictures in the textbook is old or not update, we use government websites, NASS and Google search the clear and fine graph, especially all kinds of maps, or web map. Meanwhile the beauty landscape and video clips from BBC, History or famous movies regarding geographic phenomenon, it not only helps student understand geography, but also is helpful for student's aesthetic interest. Moreover, such function of soft, such as enlarge/shrink/ drag, and Flash can increase the interaction between students and computer.
B. The coherence principle
People learn more deeply from a multimedia message when extraneous material is excluded rather than included. The rationale for the coherence principle is that people are better able to focus on the essential material if we eliminate extraneous material that could distract them [15] . For this reason, each page in our digital resource should be concise, the words should be less than the printed book. Too many words are harmful to students' eyes, and student wouldn't like to read many narrative words. If students are interesting in some content, they can click it for understand deeply.
C. Signaling Principle
People learn more deeply from a multimedia message when cues are added that highlight the organization of the essential material. The rationale for the signaling principle is that people will learn more efficiently if the lesson is designed to call their attention to the important material in the lesson and how it is organized. The author uses the icons, dynamic texts, bold texts, and textbox to highlight the key point, activity section, and tiles. Which can attract the students focus these contents.
D. Personalization principle
People learn more deeply when the words in a multimedia presentation are in conversational style rather than formal style. The rationale for this technique is that conversational style can prime a sense of social presence in the learner, which causes the learner to try harder to make sense in appropriate cognitive by engaging in processing, leading to learning outcomes that are better able to support problem-solving transfer. [16] The authors not only keep the formal geography concepts, also use vivid and living language. For example, we use "figure out answers" instead of "questions" for name of activities.
E. Voice principle
People learn more deeply when the words in s multimedia message are spoken in a human voice rather than in a machine voice [17] . Based on this principle, we choose who have a good voice to read the content or make explanation on each page. Moreover, students can turn on or off the voice when using this digital resource.
III. DESIGN METHODS AND STEPS FOR A GEOGRAPHY DIGITAL

RESOURCE
The work team has ten people in all including the professor, PhD and graduate student, undergraduate, middle school teacher for discussing and exchanging ideas. The authors use iebook software, of which is the first company integrated internet terminal, mobile phone termination, digital TV terminal into media system all over the world. The format of final production is exe, which address copyright issues, can't be copied like PPT or other software even in the process of making.
The method of designing digital geography textbooks is to design interesting and interactive teaching resources according to the characteristics of physical and mental development of digital natives. Especially on geography knowledge, concepts and principle, the authors consider the most basic cognitive rules that conform to children which is from easy to difficult, from the shallower to the deeper, from simple to complex, rather than teach scattered and little relevance knowledge points to students. Such as map, through a series of case study and activities, students can gradually realize the map and then use the map and finally draw the map, so this method suitably meets the students' cognitive laws. Second, the author uses the principle of multimedia and interaction to maximize the effectiveness of teaching. According to these methods, we design the geography digital resource. (see Fig. 1 ) Fig. 1 . Design methods for digital teaching resource A.
Step 1 Read and study the geography standard and textbook In China, as an obligatory course in middle schools, geography can be studied as a stand-alone subject or as part of an integrated approach [18] . Geography in middle school emphasizes Regional Geography, including Chinese Geography, World Geography, and Local Geography.
Geography standards are guidance document for compiling textbooks, teaching, and evaluating teaching in China. Before 2000, nearly every school in China use the same geography textbook from People's Education Press. But now school or local educational administrative department can choose from 7 different publishers. For this reason, the author should read standard and all geography textbook to understand the requirement and summary the advantage.
B. Step2 Visit geography class and interview teachers and students
To know the existing teaching situation, the authors choose and investigate three diverse types of schools for each lesson. In every school, we all visit and listen the geography class to see how the geography content was be organized and taught to students. After the class, we also interview teacher with question like this: what are the key and difficulty points according your teaching experience? Which aspects do you think can be improve in the teaching procedures? The undergraduate student also talks with students. They ask do you like this lesson, which parts of content do you like best... The ideas are very valuable for us to develop digital teaching resource. In the process, we not only wrote the notes, but recorded the lesson and interview.
C. Step 3 Conceive the organizational structure
Structure and contents which is suitable for digital native is most important for designing digital resource. Content and organization structure not only based on the cognition level of middle school students, but also reflect the basic concepts of "learning geography which is useful to life" and "learning geography useful for lifelong development" in the standards. For example, students are familiar with cherry blossom in Japan. The authors use the cherry blossom as "strand" to design Lesson of Japan, all related geography knowledge and questions was represented by date of "the bloom of cherry blossoms" in different regional of Japan. In addition, the contents of geography learning resource should be organized with certain flexibility. For example, it's appropriate to arrange a certain amount of study, learning and reading content to meet the diverse needs of students. Finally, the authors write scripts that is the word text for design ideas.
D. Step 4 Collect material and design in software
After determining the structure of the contents, search and select the most appropriate contents is vital to development of digital resource. That material could be from textbook, courseware, official website, films; we just select the scientific, useful, and beautiful material. According to the principles of multimedia above, the authors begin to design multimedia in each page. In the process of development digital through iebook software, the authors keep continue discussing with the contents, collect relevant materials and revise them in time.
E. Step 5 Ask for suggestions and modification
When complete the product, the author seeks all the stokehold scientific advice from expert, professor, especially teacher and students in pilot school of digital teaching.
Read and study the geography standard and 
IV. DEVELOPMENT OF GEOGRAPHY DIGITAL RESOURCE
The work team has developed many courses [19] . Most of them are connected to real production and life, especially some geographical things, geographical phenomena and problems happened around the students. In this paper, we just list one example by strand of the "life-story".
We develop an introduction of first class for pupil in pilot school of Shanghai. The purpose of this course make pupil understands geography is around us, and it is helpful for our daily life. The title of this course is "One day of Shenshen" which introduces a pupil's day life. Shen is abbreviation of "Shanghai", so the authors named it "Shenshen", he is a middle school student in North junior school in Hongkou district of Shanghai. In the aspect of design, the author didn't set the page-flips effect according to the habit of reading printed book, and have beautiful home page and contents.
The content represents in a timed sequence, from breakfast, go to school by bus and 10 times periods to introduce the value of geography for produce and life. In this paper, we just introduce some pages.
A. The source of breakfast
Design specification: This page mainly cultivates students' local feelings. The regional differences in geography form the consciousness of suiting measures to local conditions and cultivate the local feelings of side water and soil raises a side people. Through random examination of class students, it will be found that students who like to eat pasta mostly live in the north, so do their ancestors. This is because the northern climate and soil are suitable for growing wheat. And students who like to eat rice mostly grow in the south because the southern climate is suitable for rice. In addition, as shown in Fig.2 , Click Page set up multi click interactive exploration function. Students can click on the small maps such as Steamed Pork Dumplings, milk, watermelons, bananas and other food randomly and then the small map will enlarge and present a problem which can lead students to think. For example, after clicking on the first map there will be a problem, "do you know the difference between Beijing and Shanghai Steamed Pork Dumplings in the raw material?"; click on the milk, then "Do you know what makes Inner Mongolia a major base of milk in China?"; click on watermelon, then "Have you ever heard of soilless cultivation of watermelon? Do you know which areas of Shanghai have such agricultural production?". Through this kind of inquiry question, it can stimulate students to explore learning interests and enable students to understand different geography conditions and influence of science and technology on agricultural and sideline products. In addition, the author uses traditional idioms to expand students' thinking, expand students' understanding of regional differences and deeply understand side water and soil raises a side people.
B. Chinese textbook
Design specification: This page mainly uses the influence of traditional culture to train students' basic cultural accomplishment and sentiment. Curriculum standards in our country have always emphasized the enhancement of ideology and the overall inheritance of the fine traditional culture of China. Much ancient classical poetry contains abundant geographical information, and even by using the ability of geographical reasoning, people can infer the location of poetry. For example, the author quotes poems by poets named Li Bai and Bai Juyi, set up problems and inspire students to recognize the ability of preliminary geographical thinking. In addition, with the aid of contents two children argued in Shanghai Junior Chinese textbook, the textbook can not only stimulate students' interest in exploring and geographical imagination, but also train students' interdisciplinary ability and arouse students' heated discussion and research because of that thing which is difficult to test personally. Digital teaching resources are not only limited to paper teaching materials, but also include other kinds of geography learning materials, such as workbooks and exercise books. According to the characteristics of middle school students' curiosity and cognitive characteristic, digital teaching materials not only provide text, but also make the key and difficult points visualize to be easier understood, thus satisfying the learning needs of different students. It also has the function of process management and online evaluation for each student's learning level, so as to help students learn more conveniently. Therefore, geography digital resource better reflects the ideas of development based on students, that is to make all students an all-around development as much as possible (entirety); take the differences between different students and unity of various aspects of students (otherness) into account; encourage them to develop positive and innovative mental states (initiative), thereby enabling them to conduct lifelong health development consistently (sustainability).
Sources of breakfast
Think about The ancients created many idioms just as follows: "Rice in the South, noodles in the North", "Pointed in the South, flat in the North", "Boats in the South, horses in the North", "Numerous in the South, simplex in the North", "Heavy industry in the South, light Industry in the North" , "Short in the South, high in the North", "Flood in the South, drought in the North". Do you think these remarks make sense?
Rice
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Of course, we still need to continue to explore the core concepts of geography and the core principles, what content should the geography textbook choose and how to optimize the organization better? What new theories will support my architecture? And so forth. Although there are some problems and shortcomings in the implementation of electronic textbooks in the process of development and research, the authors believe that digital teaching has become a trend in the future development. This is because our students have changed, and this change reflects the problems which need to be solved in our geography teaching. Change is always difficult, but we believe that the future is bright, because it is from the point of view of students. What we have done is to make learning better and make geography better!
